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FPrime is a lightweight application that allows you to calculate X-ray dispersion coefficients for chemical elements. The program allows you to load an elements and to view the f' and f'' values for certain wavelength or energy levels. You can load multiple elements by selecting them from the periodic table and compare their properties by using
the graph. Version Information: Date: 20/08/2011 Version 1.0 (ST2D).uf,(ST2D).ufd,(ST2D).ud and (ST2D).ub have been added to the package. Now you can have more control over the smallest, deepest well and strongest, (0.7LW) waveguide. The package also allows you to use up to 4 well profiles in a single plot, (1.0LW) instead of using 4

different waveguides. However, I don't recommend it, because it requires fgl. Version Information: Date: 21/07/2011 Version 1.0.1 BOM reports updated for ST2D.uf and ST2D.ub. Version Information: Date: 06/07/2011 Version 1.0 You can now use and download new version of the package. This version contains: - new option for "Star's
guide" in ST2D.ufd plot - bug fixes Version Information: Date: 20/05/2011 Version 1.0 ** Bug fix for ST2D.ufd** Version Information: Date: 10/05/2011 Version 1.0 This version contains: - bug fix for ST2D.uw report - update of the utility package "EP1D.uf" - more units for the legends in ST2D.uw report - bug fix for ST2D.ud report

Version Information: Date: 26/03/2011 Version 1.0 ** Bug fix for ST2D.ud report** Version Information: Date: 06/03/2011 Version 1.0 This version contains: - bug fix for ST2D.ud report Version Information: Date: 10/02/2011 Version 1.0 ** Bug fix for ST2D.ub report** Version Information: Date: 22/01/2011 Version 1.0 This version
contains: - bug fix for ST2
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# PROPERTIES #----------- IS1-1 checkbox, 1 = yes, 0 = no Calculate below threshold for measuring angle. ## IS1-2: yes/no ## IS1-3: yes/no ## IS1-4: yes/no ## IS1-5: yes/no ## IS1-6: yes/no ## IS1-7: yes/no ## IS1-8: yes/no ## IS1-9: yes/no ## IS1-10: yes/no ## IS1-11: yes/no ## IS1-12: yes/no ## IS1-13: yes/no ## IS1-14: yes/no ##
IS1-15: yes/no ## IS1-16: yes/no ## IS1-17: yes/no ## IS1-18: yes/no ## IS1-19: yes/no ## IS1-20: yes/no ## IS1-21: yes/no ## IS1-22: yes/no ## IS1-23: yes/no ## IS1-24: yes/no ## IS1-25: yes/no ## IS1-26: yes/no ## IS1-27: yes/no ## IS1-28: yes/no ## IS1-29: yes/no ## IS1-30: yes/no ## IS1-31: yes/no ## IS1-32: yes/no ## IS1-33: yes/no

## IS1-34: yes/no ## IS1-35: yes/no ## IS1-36: yes/no ## IS1-37: yes/no ## IS1-38: yes/no ## IS1-39: yes/no ## IS1-40: yes/no ## IS1-41: yes/no ## IS1-42: yes/no ## IS1-43: yes/no ## IS1-44: yes/no ## IS1-45: yes/no ## IS1-46: yes/no ## IS1-47: yes/no ## IS1-48: yes/no ## IS1-49: 1d6a3396d6
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- Open a file by clicking on the New button. You can create and open a new file by clicking on the New button. - You can close the file by clicking on the 'x' button. The program will not close until you press the 'x' button. - To search in the menu, click on the menu button then select from the list. To search for a word in the program, type the
word and click on the Search button. - Click on the menu button to open the menu. Click on an item of the menu to open the corresponding window. - You can close a window by clicking on the 'x' button. The program will not close until you press the 'x' button. - The display window will appear. You can choose the value of the X-ray energy by
clicking on the '...' button. - Click on the 'Load Element' button to load an element. You can select the periodic table entry by clicking on the '...' button. - Click on the 'x' button to close the window. - You can view the results for the element you loaded by clicking on the Plot button. - You can load another element by clicking on the Load
Element button. - You can save a file by clicking on the Save button. You can create a new file by clicking on the New button. - To exit the program, click on the 'Quit' button. The program will not exit until you press the 'x' button. The program is based on the Homebrew component development environment. My comments: The software is
very good for elementary and high school students and may be useful for further studies. New Updated Ver 0.1.1.1 - Fixed a bug Ver 0.1.1 - The program has several additional features. New Updated Ver 0.1.0.1 - Corrected the settings. Ver 0.1.0 - The program has several features. New Updated Ver 0.0.3 - Corrected the settings. Ver 0.0.2 -
Corrected the settings. Ver 0.0.1 - Initial release. The copyright and license notice above must be included in any redistribution of this software.Nedap Ned

What's New In?

Fprime allows to calculate the phase dispersion coefficients (f' and f'') for X-ray of chemical elements. It does not aim to replace other software for linear optics. Fprime lets you view the results as a graph in ASCII format. To allow you to quickly change the wavelength and the energy level used to calculate the dispersion coefficients. ... For
more information go to: --------------------- Fprime is a free software, you are free to use it. The licensing is governed by GNU GPL v3. Version 2.1.2, June 11th, 2012 * Modification of Fprime::XrayDf for multi-core CPU * Changes in order to solve compilation problems Version 2.1.1, January 13th, 2012 * Improve performance of
calculating Version 2.1.0, January 6th, 2012 * Reduce file size of files created by the program * The license has been changed to GNU GPL v3. Version 2.0.0, November 1st, 2011 * Adding an option to define a graph that is used to display the dispersion coefficient * Adding an option to delete the graph * Changing the color used for the
output of the f' and f'' values for different energies and wavelengths * Adding a faster calculation of f' and f'' by using two nested loops * Speedup of the program using multiple CPU * Sorting of wavelengths in ascending order * CMake/Visual Studio Solution has been changed * Set_target_properties() has been changed * Compilation using
CMake has been changed * Compilation using Visual Studio has been changed * compilation with GCC has been changed Version 1.4.1, August 29th, 2011 * Compile library without using the functions get_target_property() and get_target_property_required() * Separate include file for C++/CMake * Modify CMake files Version 1.4.0,
August 11th, 2011 * Adding an option to define the scaling factor * Adding an option to calculate only one type of dispersion coefficient * Adding an option to specify the domain of dispersion coefficients (1 - infinity) * Increasing accuracy of the dispersion coefficients (for f', f'', f" and f"" in the range (1.0 - 1.0) * Changing the default value
of the scaling factor from 1.0 to 0.99 Version 1.3.2, February 17th, 2011 * Compile library without using the functions get_target_property() and get_target_property_required() * Modify CMake files Version 1.3.1, February 17th, 2011 * Optimized compilation *
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Dual-Core CPU Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660/AMD HD 7870 DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband internet connection Recommended: Processor: Quad-Core CPU Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 680/AMD Radeon HD 7900 How to install: Unzip the
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